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Abstract
This paper describes the first steps in creating a Lemma Bank for Old Irish (600-900CE) within the Linked Data
paradigm, taking inspiration from a similar resource for Latin built as part of the LiLa project (2018–2023). The focus is
on the extraction and RDF conversion of nouns from Goidelex, a novel and highly structured morphological resource
for Old Irish. The aim is to strike a good balance between retaining a representative level of morphological granularity
and at the same time keeping the number of lemma variants within workable limits, to facilitate straightforward
resource interlinking for Old Irish, planned as future work.
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1. Introduction

While text-and-lexicon interlinking for Irish of the
early medieval (and modern) period has been the
subject of earlier studies and projects (Nyhan,
2008), these efforts have so far not resulted in
a published resource. This is due to the highly
variable nature of the language of this period in
combination with the absence of sufficiently struc-
tured digital resources. The electronic Dictionary
of the Irish Language, or eDIL (eDIL 2019), is the
standard dictionary for Irish of the medieval period;
however, it does not exhaustively list all possible
inflections and spelling variants and does not use
a consistent orthography for the spelling of head-
words.

The lexical database Corpus PalaeoHibernicum
(CorPH) “Corpus of Old Irish” (Stifter et al., 2021),
covering the period ca. 6th–mid 10th century CE,
is a more comprehensive and better-structured re-
source, but, like eDIL, does not provide word-level
links to the source texts. Additionally, due to manual
annotation practice, the spelling of headwords in
the CorPH database is not entirely consistent, and
the way it segments and stores complex morpho-
logical forms inhibits easy resource interoperability
and interlinking.

The most linguistically principled and best struc-
tured lexical resource is Goidelex (Anderson et al.,
2024), currently based on the 8th-century Old Irish
Würzburg glosses (Kavanagh and Wodtko, 2001),
which are not included in CorPH. Goidelex con-
tains normalised lexemes with fine-grained mor-
phophonological information. Like the aforemen-
tioned resources, however, it is not available in the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) and pub-
lished as Linked Data yet.1

1For RDF see https://www.w3.org/RDF/. See
also Tim Berners-Lee’s Web Design Issues (Berners-
Lee, 1996–present), particularly his Design Principles
and his four rules about Linked Data

To alleviate the issues around resource interlink-
ing for medieval Irish, this paper puts forward a
Lemma Bank: a collection of canonical forms for
interlinking lexical and textual resources. The re-
source is developed as part of the MOLOR — Mor-
phologically Linked Old Irish Resource — project,
which aims to create a new lexicographic model
and standard for Old Irish for linking inflected forms
in a text with a full-form lexicon, with a focus on
the Würzburg glosses. The project takes inspi-
ration from the Linking Latin (LiLa) project,2 as
part of which a Lemma Bank has been developed
(Moretti et al., 2023), which was conceived — and
has proven to successfully act — as a hub for link-
ing lexical resources and texts for Latin (Passarotti
et al., 2020).

Admittedly, while early medieval Irish sources
represent the largest corpus of pre-twelfth-century
European vernacular material, other than Latin and
Greek (Stacey, 1991; Eska, 2019), a mature Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline compa-
rable to Latin does not yet exist for automatic pro-
cessing of medieval Irish texts, which is an urgent
desideratum in the field. Dereza et al. (2023) at-
tribute poor performance of NLP models to the lack
of a linguistic and editorial standard for historical
Irish and prompt Celticists and historical linguists to
engage in further discussion. Promising advance-
ments have nonetheless been made over the last
10–15 years, including on NLP core tasks such as
tokenisation, lemmatisation, part-of-speech (POS)
tagging, and morphological analysis and genera-
tion (Lamb and Fransen, forthcoming).

The creation of digital text archives for medieval
Irish, however, goes much further back with the
establishment of CELT — Corpus of Electronic
Texts — in 1997, Ireland’s longest-running Human-
ities Computing Project (Ó Corráin et al., 1997);
this resource contains 688 source texts in Irish (or
Scottish Gaelic), albeit without linguistic annotation.

2https://lila-erc.eu/

https://www.w3.org/RDF/
https://lila-erc.eu/
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More recently created digital corpora include the
text archive as part of CorPH (Stifter et al., 2021)
as well as two Old Irish corpora with a combined
total of 98 syntactically annotated glosses follow-
ing the Universal Dependencies (UD) framework,
including 42 glosses from the Würzburg corpus;
3, 469 POS-tagged glosses containing 21, 749 to-
kens from the St. Gall UD corpus have been the
basis for machine-learning-based POS-tagging ex-
periments on diplomatically edited Old Irish text
(Doyle and McCrae, 2024).

Interconnecting medieval Irish corpora with lex-
ical resources using the Linked Data paradigm
would be a major boon to medieval Irish studies.
Despite the current lack of a mature NLP pipeline,
a Lemma Bank, functioning as a central hub and in-
terface, is considered to be a vital component in the
envisaged MOLOR Knowledge Base of interlinked
textual and lexical resources.

The focus of this short paper is on the first
steps in creating a Lemma Bank for Old Irish (600–
900CE), with a focus on the Würzburg glosses:
the extraction and conversion into RDF of nouns
contained in Goidelex (Anderson et al., 2024). We
report on the design choices in selecting canoni-
cal forms, striking a balance between, on the one
hand, linguistic granularity and, on the other hand, a
workable amount of canonical forms (i.e. lemmas),
while adhering to standards and best practices that
have emerged in the area of Linguistic Linked Open
Data (LLOD), notably the LiLa project and OntoLex
(McCrae et al., 2017).

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces the resources instrumental in creating
an Old Irish Lemma Bank. The LiLa Lemma Bank
proved useful as an example for design choices,
while a subset of the Goidelex data was used for
the Lemma Bank’s content. The conversion of this
content into RDF using existing ontologies for lin-
guistic annotation is the topic of section 3. Some
preliminary conclusions, as well as planned future
research directions, are discussed in section 4.

2. Resource context

2.1. The LiLa Lemma Bank

The goal of the ERC-funded LiLa project (2018–
2023) was to interconnect distributed (lexical and
textual) resources and NLP tools for Latin by using
the Linked Data paradigm, which is the basis of the
so-called Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001).
As Passarotti et al. (2020, 187) have pointed out,
“The core of the LiLa Knowledge Base consists of
a large collection of Latin lemmas: interoperability
is achieved by linking all those entries in lexical
resources and tokens in corpora that point to the
same lemma”. The resulting Lemma Bank currently

contains 215, 102 Latin dictionary forms (Mambrini
and Passarotti, 2023).

The design principles of the LiLa Lemma Bank
are according to the specification of the lexicon
model for ontologies (OntoLex-Lemon) as resulting
from the work of the W3C Ontology Lexicon Com-
munity Group.3 This specification has emerged as
the de facto standard for describing the content of
lexical resources in the Linked Data framework.

It should be stressed that the LiLa Lemma Bank
is not a lexical resource, that is, consisting of individ-
uals belonging to the OntoLex-Lemon Lexical Entry
class (ontolex:LexicalEntry). Instead, it is
merely a collection of entities subsumed under the
OntoLex Form class (ontolex:Form), for which
an in-house class was devised — lila:Lemma.
Being an OntoLex Form, a LiLa lemma can be
linked to a Lexical Entry in any lexical resource
via the property ontolex:canonicalForm, a
subproperty of ontolex:lexicalForm (see Fig-
ure 1), connecting all other lexical resources
compiled using the OntoLex-Lemon formalism
(Passarotti et al., 2020).

Figure 1: Part of the OntoLex-Lemon core
model (Cimiano et al., 2016): the relationship be-
tween the classes ontolex:LexicalEntry and
ontolex:Form

According to the OntoLex specification (Cimiano
et al., 2016), “A Lexical Entry [. . . ] needs to be asso-
ciated with at least one form, and has at most one
canonical form”.4 In order to allow for the use of dif-
ferent canonical forms used in lexical resources and
lemmatised corpora, and not impose a lemmatisa-
tion criterion, the LiLa project created the symmetric
property lila:lemmaVariant, whose range is
the LiLa lemma class, “making it possible to retrieve
from the textual [and lexical] resources connected
to LiLa all the tokens that belong to the same lex-

3https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
4For example, the Lexical Entry for Old Irish ‘man’

would be linked to the canonical nom.sg form fer, while
inflected forms such as fir, feraib etc. would have the sub-
property ontolex:otherForm (not part of the MOLOR
Lemma Bank)

https://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
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ical item, regardless of the lemmatization criteria
followed in individual corpora” (Passarotti et al.,
2020, 190).

Lemma variants were devised for cases where
morphological properties differ as part of the same
lexical item, ignoring orthographic and phonetic
variation which has no inflectional implications. For
example, citation forms such as claudo, claudor,
claudeo and claudeor ‘to limp’ constitute four differ-
ent (LiLa) lemmas (i.e. OntoLex Forms) since each
belongs to a different conjugation pattern and may
be used as a lemma in lemmatised corpora or lexi-
cal resources. The lemma (Form) claudo, however,
subsumes the graphical variant cludo (alongside
claudo), encoded as written representation belong-
ing to the same lemma (Passarotti et al., 2020). It
is important to note that lemma variants, each rep-
resented by an OntoLex Form, receive a separate
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI),5 while written
representations (ontolex:writtenRep) are en-
coded as strings of the data property type with
range rdf:langString, as such being merged
as part of the same URI (see Figure 2).

2.2. Goidelex
Goidelex (Anderson et al., 2024) consists of a rela-
tional database (currently) containing 574 Old Irish
nouns. It provides a normalised representation
of lexemes (Fransen et al., 2023) and structured
groupings into lexemes and flexemes (Fradin and
Kerleroux, 2003; Thornton, 2018; Pellegrini, 2023).
Lexemes are defined on the basis of shared mean-
ing and POS type, while inflectional variants that
belong to the same lexeme are analysed as sepa-
rate flexemes. Each lexeme is associated with the
corresponding identifiers in eDIL and CorPH (sec-
tion 1), making Goidelex interoperable with existing
resources. Flexemes are accompanied by phone-
mic transcriptions following Anderson (2016) as
well as morphological and phonological properties.
This resource also contains information about ety-
mology and derivational morphology. Furthermore,
it is designed to be compatible with the Paralex
(Beniamine et al., 2023) and the Cross-Linguistic
Data Format (Forkel et al., 2018) standards.

3. Conversion Principles

3.1. Motivations
Since Goidelex contains normalised forms and
uses a principled approach to dealing with inflec-
tional variation, it was found to be the most suitable
resource among the ones mentioned in section 1

5A string that uniquely and persistently identifies a
resource or concept, most commonly on the web

for starting to populate the Lemma Bank. How-
ever, Goidelex is too linguistically granular for the
purposes of the Lemma Bank, necessitating a con-
version process that often involves more-to-one
mappings based on flexemes (see section 3.3).

While Goidelex is intended as a fine-grained mor-
phological resource, the Lemma Bank’s function
is rather to offer standardised entities identified by
URIs to which other resources can link. Passing
through the Lemma Bank, resources referring to
these URIs will be made interoperable with each
other. Linking to Goidelex is built-in, as its lexemes
correspond to ontolex:LexicalEntry linked to
lemmas in the Lemma Bank. As such, in conjunc-
tion with the Lemma Bank, the contents of Goidelex
will provide rich morphological and phonological in-
formation in a Linked Data-based infrastructure of
texts, lexical resources, and tools.

3.2. Lemma Properties and Ontologies
The code snippet in Figure 2 illustrates part of the
triples, serialised using Turtle,6 that describe the
resource : 94459, which is a lila:Lemma, a sub-
class of ontolex:Form.

<data /id/ lemma /94459 >
a lila : Lemma ;
rdfs : label " claudo " ;
lila : hasInflectionType

lila : v3r ;
lila : hasPOS lila : verb ;
lila : lemmaVariant

<data /id/ lemma /94457 > ,
<data /id/ lemma /94458 > ,
<data /id/ lemma /94456 > ;

dcterms : isPartOf
<data /id/ lemma / LemmaBank > ;

ontolex : writtenRep " claudo "
, " cludo " .

Figure 2: Part of the triples as part of the LiLa
lemma claudo, serialised using Turtle. Strictly
speaking, a language tag for Latin (e.g. ISO 639-3
code lat) is required with rdfs:label "claudo"

Apart from ontolex:writtenRep, LiLa uses
its own ontology and namespace (http://
lila-erc.eu/) for linguistic annotations, which
are aligned with OLiA (Chiarcos and Sukhareva,
2015). This modelling decision has been emulated
in MOLOR (see Figure 3).

3.3. Mappings
Mapping flexemes in Goidelex (section 2.2) indis-
criminately onto lemmas would lead to a multitude

6https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/

http://lila-erc.eu/
http://lila-erc.eu/
https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
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LiLa Goidelex MOLOR
cluster cardinality # lemmas percentage # flexemes percentage # lemmas percentage

1 156,323 94.81% 467 67.19% 549 91.65%
2 7,344 4.45% 188 27.05% 44 7.35%
3 999 0.61% 36 5.18% 6 1%
4 164 0.10% 4 0.58%
5 30 0.02%
6 18 0.01%

164,878 100% 695 100% 599 100%

Table 1: Statistics relating to LiLa lemma variant clusters, Goidelex (nominal) flexeme clusters, and
MOLOR (nominal) lemma variant clusters

of lemma variants. Performing lemmatisation of cor-
pora at this very fine-grained level would be chal-
lenging, in turn impeding straightforward linking
between resources. By adopting a coarser granu-
larity, we intend to facilitate the creation of accurate
lemmatisers. Following the approach taken in LiLa,
it was decided to create separate lemmas (a sub-
class of ontolex:Form) only where flexemes dif-
fer in inflectional properties (i.e. inflectional class,
gender).

Some statistics may lend support for this de-
cision.7 Table 1 shows how many LiLa lemmas
are in each lemma variant cluster with a cardinal-
ity of 1 (no lemma variants) to 6 (six lemmas for
a lexical item).8 The same statistics are calcu-
lated for Goidelex, but with flexemes rather than
lemmas (there are no lexemes with more than 4
flexemes). Contrasting the given percentages for
both resources, it becomes clear that a flexeme-
to-lemma mapping would translate into about one-
third of the lemmas having more than one lemma
variant, as opposed to only about 5% in the LiLa
Lemma Bank, negatively impacting lemmatisation
and straightforward resource interlinking.

The variation seen in the Old Irish data can be
categorised according to a four-way typology:

i phonologically same, morphosyntactically
same; e.g. fer ‘man’, masculine o-stem —
realised by one ontolex:Form

ii phonologically different, morphosyntactically
same; e.g. muinter, muntar ‘community’, femi-
nine ā-stem (see also flexeme 74.1 and 74.2 in
Figure 3) — realised by one ontolex:Form
and two spellings (ontolex:writtenRep)

iii phonologically same, morphosyntactically differ-
ent; e.g. fius ‘knowledge’, neuter or masculine

7This comparison should not be understood as solely
reflecting the difference in the range of variation found
in these languages; different design decisions in the
resources concerned undoubtedly play a role as well

8The lemma as represented here does not include
multiple written representations (e.g. claudo, cludo),
which would result in a higher number

u-stem, alternatively neuter o-stem — realised
by three ontolex:Forms

iv phonologically different, morphosyntactically dif-
ferent; e.g. brith ‘carrying’, feminine i-stem, al-
ternatively breith, feminine ā-stem — realised
by two ontolex:Forms

The upshot of this decision is that flexemes
with the same inflectional properties but a different
phonological representation (and hence a different
range of possible spellings)9 are merged as part
of a single ontolex:Form. Figure 3 illustrates a
case with three flexemes mapped to two Forms,
i.e. MOLOR lemmas, which are lemma variants of
each other.

Consideration has also been given to lex-
emes that have different or additional stem
classes for singular and plural, leading to in-
flectional micro-classes, e.g. duine ‘person’
(gen_masc;stem_io;num_sg) with suppletive
plural doíne (gen_masc;stem_i;num_pl),
and demun/demon ‘demon, devil’
(gen_masc;stem_o;num_all), additionally de-
mon with both a different gender and inflectional pat-
tern in the plural (gen_neut;stem_i;num_pl).
In the case of defective nouns, Goidelex uses a
combined class as part of one flexeme, e.g. aipgitir
‘alphabet’ (indecl/i;num_all; indeclinable in
the singular, i-stem inflection in the plural).

We are currently looking for satisfying ways to
model this micro-variation, keeping in mind that a
lemma is modelled as a form (ontolex:Form)
rather than a lexeme, and ideally should not
predicate features that only apply to parts of the
paradigm, perhaps not even to the (lemmatic) form
itself — the nom.sg in the case of nouns. How-
ever, it was decided to provisionally take over the
inflectional micro-classes as they are encoded in
Goidelex, with the exception of flexemes with dif-
ferent plural inflection, i.e. those encoded with
num_pl, which were ignored (only 4 cases). This

9One spelling in Goidelex since this resource uses
normalised spellings, i.e. a one-to-one mapping between
phonological form and written representation
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Figure 3: Example entry in Goidelex mapped to RDF-encoded MOLOR lemmas (ontolex:Forms). The
required Old Irish language tag (e.g. ISO 639-3 code sga) with rdfs:label is not shown in this example

leads to the statistics given for MOLOR in the two
rightmost columns in Table 1, which are now more
similar to those of the LiLa Lemma Bank.

Lastly, we currently merge the Goidelex
POS types compound_noun, numeral_noun,
prefixed_noun, proper_noun, and ver-
bal_noun into just noun; this information could
be used at a future stage to establish derivational
relationships (also encoded as part of Goidelex),
likely to be modelled as an external resource
similar to Word Formation Latin (Litta et al., 2020).

4. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has described the first steps in convert-
ing the content of Goidelex (Anderson et al., 2024),
a novel and highly structured lexical resource for
Old Irish, into a Linked Data Lemma Bank, currently
focussing on nouns. For design choices we have
relied on the Lemma Bank developed as part of the
LiLa Knowledge Base (Passarotti et al., 2020).

The next steps involve adding more lemmas with
different POS categories from lexical resources,
with the verb being the first in line. There are un-
doubtedly new challenges to overcome; the Old
Irish verbal system (McCone, 1997) is much more
complicated than the noun, whose inflectional pat-
terns, as shown in this paper, already show an
intricate interplay between morphology and phonol-
ogy. Since verbs have not yet been systematically
incorporated into Goidelex, and in the absence of a
resource similar to Goidelex, we will have to resort
mostly to other resources following a somewhat
less granular approach. Thanks to its comprehen-

siveness and tabular format, CorPH (Stifter et al.,
2021), in conjunction with the Würzburg dictionary
(Kavanagh and Wodtko, 2001), is considered to be
the most suitable starting point.

It is hoped and indeed expected that an Old Irish
Lemma Bank will be an important hub in an inter-
linked resource framework, making medieval Irish
texts and the language’s grammar more accessible
to scholars with various backgrounds. In the mean-
time, the authors gladly receive feedback from the
Linked Data community on best practices for mod-
elling under-resourced historical languages, espe-
cially in relation to variability and uncertainty.
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